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Abstract—In this paper, we present Ubiquitous daTa Explo-
ration (UTE), a mobile sensor data collection, annotation and
exploration platform. Our platform facilitates rapid prototyping
of data mining experiments by using a flexible and do-it-yourself
approach. The platform allows researchers to quickly design
and deploy applications on mobile devices in order to record
sensor data and the corresponding ground-truth information.
The platform is supported by a web interface for designing data
collection experiments, synchronizing and storing the sensor data
with the corresponding labels, and sharing data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ubiquitous data generated by mobile devices provides
immense value to the development of the next generation
smart applications [6]. Along with the data, the ground-truth
information is also pivotal for the development and evaluation
of machine learning and data mining algorithms. However,
collecting this ground-truth in a real-world setting is not a
trivial task.

There have been efforts to develop open-source softwares
to facilitate data collection on mobile phones, e.g. Funf1 [1],
Purple Robot2. However, there are several limitations in these
softwares. First, they are implemented for only one operating
system (mostly Android), thus limiting the experimenter to
recruit a wider range of participants whose phones do not run
this operating system. Second, they do not support collecting
customized ground-truth together with data. Finally, they re-
quire a considerable level of experience in developing mobile
applications and lacks the ease and flexibility of do-it-yourself
approaches.

Consider the example of a data mining researcher who is
looking to develop an activity recognition model on mobile
devices. The researcher needs to collect sensor data (e.g.
accelerometer) and the ground-truth (activity labels) from
the user using a mobile device to perform data mining.
Current solution to solve this challenge includes two parts: 1)
develop/modify an existing mobile application such as Funf to
collect data from the mobile device and 2) use an online tool
to develop an experience sampling form and require the user
to record the ground-truth using this form separately. All these
require significant programming efforts from the end-user.

In this paper, to address these challenges, we present the
Ubiquitous daTa Exploration (UTE) framework to collect sen-
sor and ground-truth data from smartphones for data mining

1http://funf.org/
2https://tech.cbits.northwestern.edu/purple-robot/

experiments. Our approach follows do-it-yourself principles
enabling the user to rapidly prototype data collection appli-
cations on Android and iOS devices with zero-programming
effort. The platform is supported by a web interface that allows
data storage, synchronization, exploration and sharing. We will
contribute the open platform to the research community, allow-
ing researchers to use and customize it for data collection. A
novel feature of UTE is in its ability to fuse both sensor and
ground-truth data collected by multiple independent mobile
devices. The key motivation for the development of UTE
framework comes from the consistent need for a ubiquitous
and do-it-yourself platform that allows researchers and end-
users equally to rapidly prototype sensor data collection on
mobile platforms with zero-programming effort.

II. RELATED WORK

Sensor data is a crucial component of mobile and ubiquitous
experiments. Most of recent studies in this area use existing
public datasets, such as Reality Mining [2], Mobile Data
Challenge [5], Device Analyzer [10], and StudentLife [11].
However, these datasets were collected using some specific
designed applications. Such data collection campaigns require
considerable efforts to develop the applications.

Another important aspect of mobile data collection is the
associated ground-truth. This information is crucial in per-
forming and evaluating machine learning and data mining
algorithms. Ground-truth is typically collected in a labora-
tory setting under the observation of a researcher. For real
world data collection, questionnaire-based survey is a popular
method for ground-truth collection and it is typically con-
ducted separately to the data collection. For example in the
Reality Mining dataset [2], the affiliation labels and friendship
network were collected in a survey. However, this method is
only suitable for a limited set of high level information and is
unsuitable for instant types of ground-truth such as physical
activity or location. Some particular types of ground-truth can
be obtained by combining a survey with proprocessed data,
such as location labels in the Mobile Data Challenge (MDC)
dataset [5]. In such experiment, the locations detected from
data are shown to the participants to be surveyed about their
semantic labels (e.g., home, work, transport, etc). However,
this method requires memory recall from the participants,
which might not be accurate. Experience sampling is suitable
for instant types of ground-truth, such as physical activity.



For example, the Magpi application3 was used to collect
ground-truth of activities from mobile phones [7]. However,
the ground-truth collection was conducted separately and the
experimenter needs to match between the ground-truth and the
sensor data.

III. UTE: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the Ubiquitous daTa Exploration
(UTE) framework architecture. UTE has been developed with
the notion of simplifying the hard task for collecting sensor
data and ground-truth information pivotal for the development
of data mining applications. Fig. 1 depicts the conceptual
framework of the proposed system.

Fig. 1. UTE: Conceptual Framework.

The UTE design follows do-it-yourself principles allowing
data miners and experimenters to set up the experiments,
collect, store and share desired data including relevant ground-
truth. UTE enables seamless zero-programming access to the
sensing platforms on the mobile devices with the help of high-
level configuration files. The UTE design consists of three
main components: experiment setting, data collection, and data
exploration. These components are as follows.

A. UTE: Experiment Setting

This component is responsible for configuration of an exper-
iment including the selection of sensors and the corresponding
labels to capture the ground-truth. It includes three main
features:

1) Sensor Selection: The selection of sensors to be ac-
tivated in an experiment is predefined depending on user’s
objectives and use cases. For example, in human activity

3http://home.magpi.com/

recognition experiments, one might need to activate the ac-
celerometers for collection purposes. This feature gives the
flexibility to the UTE framework to be used in a variety set
of experiments.

2) Sensing Rules: During the experiment setup, one may
want to include several sensing rules. For instance, collection
of sensor data may only be required for a certain period of
time. In another scenario, the data collection may be performed
in a timed fashion or random sampling according to temporal
and spatial requirements. In short, sensing rules include any
pre-defined condition of how, when and the frequency at which
data collection needs to be carried out.

3) Annotations: Ground-truth can be provided in two types:
• Labels. This feature is used if the ground-truth is a label

selected from a pre-defined set. The experimenter will
provide this set and it will be shown on users’ mobile
phone for them to select the suitable ground-truth.

• Forms. Several research experiments may require form-
based surveys to be filled by participants during the data
collection. Hence, the setup needs to allow experiment’s
owner to perform dynamic creation of forms that may
need to be scheduled for participants.

We note that this component is extremely extensible to
include any feature for the purpose of data collection.

B. UTE: Collection

After the experiment setting and suitable annotations are
defined, the collection component allows the researcher to
collect sensor data and labels using mobile applications of
the UTE framework namely Mobi-UTE. As shown in Fig. 1,
the life-cycle of collection component consists of interaction
of three major elements: experiment, session and role.

Each experiment that is composed previously has a unique
experiment-id. The participants would be able to join an exper-
iment using the unique experiment-id and create a new session
identified by the session-id. Upon establishing a connection
for each session, the participant would be required to choose
a role, either sensing or labeling. The sensing role enables
collection of data from the mobile device the participant is
using while the labeling role is responsible for labeling the
corresponding activity. This role selection phase is essential
in a condition where experiment owners want to reduce a bias
under controlled study. In this case, one mobile device can
focus on sensor data collection while another mobile device
could be used to label the activities. This is a novel feature of
the UTE framework allowing the use of multiple devices to
collect raw sensor data and corresponding labels in parallel.
The session-id is used to automatically synchronize the sensor
data and labels. An initial creation of session is performed by
a mobile device that has sensing role. Other mobile devices
that wish to connect to the same session can choose to be
have either sensing role or labeling role. This allows an
experiment where multiple mobile devices may be carried in
different orientation or position to perform sensing tasks. On
the other hand, another mobile device that has labeling role
can start recording user’s labels for ground-truth of the session.



However the use case is not restricted to these conditions if
the experiment owner requires the participants to self label
their data in spite of having sensing role in the scenario of
participatory sensing [3]. The use of session-id allows multiple
users to participate in an experiment.

The Mobi-UTE application is also responsible for parsing
the experiment configuration using the configuration manager,
activating the corresponding on-board and in-direct sensors
based on the configuration, collecting and storing the data
locally and control the UI based on the participant’s role
(i.e. sensing or labeling). The communication manager is
responsible for uploading buffered sensor data to the cloud.
The auto-configuration mechanism of Mobi-UTE enables zero-
programming data collection and labeling on mobile devices.

The collection component provides a systemic approach and
process for collecting mobile sensor data and the correspond-
ing labels (ground-truth). It should be noted that it can be open,
scalable and extensible towards other sub-features related to
data collection life-cycle (such as privacy preservation, encryp-
tion, data reduction, personalization or recommendation).

C. UTE: Exploration

The collected data from participants can be accessed or
shared to perform further experimental and exploration tasks.
The UTE exploration component allows dynamic, flexible and
interactive access and exploration of collected data and labels.
Internal features provided by exploration component includes
data access, analysis and visualization. These abstract fea-
tures can be composed or extended to more complicated and
comprehensive sub-features. For example, technology such as
Hadoop [9] or Spark [12] would allow distributed and parallel
tasks to be integrated during the analysis. In addition, online
analysis and stream mining toolkit such as Open Mobile Miner
(OMM) [4] could be integrated for a scenario where online
analysis and deployment need to be performed on the mobile
devices. Techniques for data mining and knowledge extraction,
including visualization [8] can be integrated to provide natural,
intelligent and interactive exploration and access.

IV. UTE: IMPLEMENTATION

The first version of the UTE platform comprises of UTE
Cloud and Mobi-UTE.

A. UTE Cloud

The UTE Cloud is supported by the UTE web portal and the
UTE Cloud API. The UTE Cloud allows the users to perform
composition, annotation, and exploration.

Both web portal and cloud API were implemented on a
high level python web framework called Django. A document
oriented database, MongoDB was used for storing corre-
sponding experiment and sensor data from mobile devices.
This allows flexible storage and retrieval of associated ex-
periment configurations in JSON format. Hence, the cloud
API leverages the same configuration format to be delivered
to devices when a session is created or connected. Python
was chosen in our implementation due to future development

of exploration component by integrating with well-known
machine learning libraries such as scikit-learn. In particular,
we have implemented the following features:

Experiment setup. This feature allows the researcher to
create a new experiment for the data collection process. A
unique identifier is generated upon initial creation of the
experiment. This is used by participants when they join a given
experiment.

Sensor selection. Implementation includes selection of mo-
tion and location sensors from the smartphones (accelerome-
ter, gyroscope, magnetometer and GPS). A universal sensor
sample frequency is available for accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer. User would be able to configure separate
sampling frequency for GPS sensor. Current implementation is
built upon the scenario of activity recognition where a research
is normally performed with the same sampling frequency (e.g.
200hz) for accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer while
GPS could be sampled at lower frequency (e.g. 1Hz). In the
future, we would include more sensors to be selected and
implement dynamic sampling frequency for each respected
sensor.

Label construction. The experiment owner would be able
to construct or pre-define labels to be available for labeling
ground-truth. At this stage, the sensing device is limited for
recording sensor data, hence labeling can only be performed
by another phone that is connected to the same session. We
intend to expand the mechanism for labeling to be available
on the same device performing sensing in the future. Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 present screenshots of this operation.

Fig. 2. Sequence of Samsung Galaxy S4 phone connecting to a session for
role selection.

Cloud API. The cloud API supports interaction with
multiple Mobi-UTE applications. It includes RESTful web
service end points that are responsible for experiment related
transmission such as configuration of experiment for session
creation and connection, generated new session-id and data
upload of recorded sensor data from mobile devices.

Exploration. Through the UTE web portal, the experiment
owner and the participants can download each device’s sensor
data in a CSV file for each session. The CSV file includes
associated features that are recorded based on configuration
of sensors activation upon construction phase. At this stage,
the experimenters can perform offline analysis on the CSV
files with their own convenient tools.



Fig. 3. Data Sensing application (left) and Labeling application (right).

B. Mobi-UTE

The Mobi-UTE is realized by the mobile applications (apps)
implemented for both Android and iOS. The Mobi-UTE
supports the following features: sensor data reading through
corresponding standard location and sensors API provided by
iOS (Core Motion Framework) and Android SDKs (Software
Development Kit). A local SQLite database is used for tempo-
rary storage of recorded sensor data until successful upload to
UTE Cloud. In particular, the Mobi-UTE applications include
the following functions:

Parse. Upon joining an experiment the Mobi-UTE appli-
cation downloads and parses the corresponding configuration
file delivered by UTE Cloud. It then activates the respective
sensors and based on the participant role, collects data from
the sensors at the frequency identified in the configuration file
or allows the participant to enter ground-truth by providing a
list of the pre-created labels. A screenshot of this function is
presented in Fig. 2.

Data Transfer. The data collection process involves com-
munication between cloud API and the Mobi-UTE. At this
stage, the submission of Mobi-UTE data is only requested
after user finishes sensing or labeling. Moreover, it can only
be uploaded when the phone is connected to a wireless access
point due to limited network data bandwidth of the mobile
user. However, we plan to enable the submission through cell
network in the future with the consideration of data reduction
techniques.

Privacy and Security. The initial implementation includes
basic privacy preservation. Cloud UTE generates a unique
identifier for Mobi-UTE when it is opened for the first time. If
user uninstall and re-install the application, it would be treated
as a new device that UTE platform has never encountered
before. It was designed to avoid unique identification of user’s
device that may be provided by the manufacturer. Therefore,
it is suitable for a scenario such as participatory sensing.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present the Ubiquitous daTa Exploration (UTE) plat-
form for conducting data mining experiments on sensor data
with mobile phones. Our UTE platform includes three main
components – experiment setting, data collection, and data
exploration – allowing one to conduct a mobile and ubiquitous
experiment with a limited effort in setting up the experiment.
UTE also includes an application for collecting ground-truth,
making the data ready for running and evaluating machine
learning algorithms. Moreover, the data collecting component
can run on both Android and iOS, two most popular smart
phone operating systems, allowing the experimenters to recruit
a wider range of potential participants.

In the future, we will integrate machine learning algorithms
to the data exploration component to allow the experimenters
to analyze the collected data. We plan to provide an online
analytic component and dynamic interaction via visualization
that would be suitable on these sensor streams. Furthermore,
we would also introduce form-based survey mechanism to
enhance the ground-truth collection features.
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